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“Giving money and power to
government is like giving whiskey
and car keys to teenage boys. ”
~P. J. ORourke

The Black Hole:
Part IV
By John Pastore ~ Daily Bull

Day 4:
SINGULARITY THROWN OUT
OF PLANET: ONLY MASSIVE
COLLATERAL DAMAGE!
In a stunning turn of events,
by carefully pulsing the Earth’s
core by dropping provable
shor ter lived black holes
under much greater control,
the great Earth-destroying
singularity has been thrown
clear out of the planet at relativistic velocities. Says one astronomer “Yeah, it’s out there.
Shrinking all the time, should
be gone by late May. We can
check the sky for distortions
and track it’s location by the
way light bends, but gosh, it’s
already pretty far out there.
Yeah, I’d say were safe.”
The student who previously
damned the planet to a horrific sucking doom was the
one to successfully implement
the world saving plan, and
as such has received a full
pardon from all governments
...see Black Hole back

MidgetFest to be Held at MTU
By Mark Cruth ~ Daily Bull

The Association of Midget Games (AMG)
announced Wednesday that the 3rd annual MidgetFest would be held at the
camps of Michigan Technological University in June 4-8 of 2007. MidgetFest,
created after it was suggested on the
Man Show by Jimmy Kimmel in 2003,
has been great success the last two years
and it is hoped that the 2007 event will
be the best yet.
AMG, created by the midgets who
played in such movies as The Wizard
of Oz and Willow, was originally called
Association of Midget Advocates (ADA)
and supported equal rights for all little
people. In 2000, ADA realized that
there was an untapped market with the
potential millions of dollars to be made.
This market was midget tossing. Even
though ADA condons anything that
degrades the “little” people, they were
greedy little bastards and decided to
adopt the idea of midget tossing for the
money. Upon adopting the idea that it
is okay to toss midgets for money, one
of the key members of ADA, John Small,
proposed that ADA shift their focus to
only midget tossing. Members agreed
with Mr. Small’s idea and decided to
change the organizations name to the
Association of Midget Games. Upon
this decision the 1st annual MidgetFest
was organized.

Spam Aler t: Her Name was Dave

To give you an idea of what MidgetFest
entails, here is tentative schedule of
events for this years event:
Monday: Midget Javelin Toss
During the midget javelin toss, midgets
are tied to a loon stick and then thrown
into the air by contestants. The person
to throw their midget the longest and
get their stick to plant in the ground will
win the contest.
Tuesday: Midget Bowling
This is one of the favorites of the festival.
During midget bowling, 30 pins are set
up at the end of a 50 ft. lane. Each
contestant can chose the midget of their
choice and will then throw that midget
down the lane to knock down as many
pins as possible. There will be a total
of 10 frames played and each contest
is allowed up to 2 different midgets to
bowl with.
Wednesday – Thursday:
Contestant’s Choice
Contestant’s choice is a new part of the
events this year. What this event entails
is allowing contestants to come up with
their own, unique midget tossing event.
Participants will be allowed one midget
to test their ideas out with. All ideas will
need to be approved by the Midget
...see Midget Tossing on back

There is no woman sexier than
one with a peg leg!

By Frederic Navarro ~ Spam Email

Hello!
He started smoking when he was five.
and you’re not wearing green.” We have painted all the toilets
black And then I got a second pinch. When I come home
from school.
Glory, glory hallelujah! They said, “Today’s St. Patrick’s Day while
munching cookies, cakes, and chips When I got on the school
bus,
Like history and math. Which makes my parents glad.
and cinnamon raisin bread. I couldn’t do my homework.
Like history and math. reached out and pinched my knee.
I’m sure my heart will break. We have painted all the toilets
black
eight spider bites and hair loss, that I would like to make.
with some very painful sneezing, When I got on the school bus,
There won’t be no more homework and we’ve locked the
school’s front door. That I have ever had!

sponsored in part by the MTU student Most economic systems have returned
to a level of stability, as have the politiactivity fee.
cal situation, though with a renewed
Note: No midgets were harmed in the sense of both prosperity and proportion. Says one industrialist, “Well, you
making of this article.
know, pollution is great and all, but
*Editor’s Note: The Daily Bull does not I guess I really do want to live here
condone acts done to midgets includ- some fifty years from now. I mean, we
ing, but not limited to: tossing, hurling, just can’t keep expecting our children
rolling, bowling, bobbing, hurdling, to be able to take care of themselves
Friday: Midget Fighting
without a decent role model now,
Though this not a tossing activity, sledding, chucking, spiking, etc.
can we?”
midget fighting has been a very
popular event at MidgetFest. In this
Some christoid groups, seeing a cheap
event midgets will be street fighting
and easy way of bringing about the
with each other until one gives up or
...Black
Hole
from
front
end times have reportedly been trying
is incapacitated. Onlookers can place
bets on which midget they hope will of the world, except for Belgium. A to make their own singularity generator,
win each round. A total of 12 matches house in Belgium was obliterated and as such have been branded as
will be played, with one midget fight- when the singularity exited the ground, terroristic criminals. “The first guy was
so while it’s government has granted just an idiot, leaving his machines off.
ing king crowned in the end.
pardon for not destroying the world, These dorks are downright hostile.
The AMG hopes to see everyone at it is still demanding repayment for loss Hopefully a heaping dose of science
the Michigan Tech Student Develop- of a historic building. “A great com- will turn most of them, but frankly, this
ment Center on Monday, June 4th at poser grew up there, and now it’s quantum-gravity stuff is so unreal that
which the games will begin. This event lost forever. Someone should pay for it could be twisted into any fatalistic
is hoped to bring thousands of people that, ya know?” Campus officials have world view.”
declined comment on the matter.
The “Community Copulation Commisto the MTU campus. This event is being
sion”, however, has already received
Due to the speed with which the world enough donations and go-ahead from
saving plan was implemented, the public health agencies that they plan on
populace was able to readjust to life opening a local branch in Houghton
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holocaust, and nano-robot holocaust.
Katie Becker, Mark Cruth, Mike Denomme, Aleksandar Dimitrijeski,
John Earnst, Joel Fox, Carrie Graul, Eric Greenwald, Alyse Heikkinen,
Says one formerly concerned citizen,
Gandhi Jagasia, Tim Jayne, Nick Jimenez, David Klemens, Ken Koers,
Tim Kotula, Andrew Kulie, Nic Leatherman, Nicole Lopez, Daniel
“I’m just pleased, that’s all.”
Maher, Melissa S. Masucci, Eric McCormick, Andrew McInnes, Nick
...Midget Tossing from front

Health & Wellness board before
practice. Wednesday will be devoted
to practice time and Thursday will be
competition day. The winner of the
event will have their midget tossing
event added to next year’s MidgetFest
lineup.

Daily Bull

Nelson, Scott Nelson, John Pastore, Chris Schanz, Ross Schneider,
Bryan Sebeck, Paul Smith, Robert Smith, Justin Tetreau, Jack
Thorp, Brittany Verlench, Heather Vingsness, Shawna Welsh, Sarah
Woodburn, And Magnum P.I. (Damn you Higgins!)

However, this was not enough to save
the President of the United States, as
millions of angry youth descended
upon his Crawford Texas ranch, and
enacted a queer ultraviolet sort of vigiThe Daily Bull would like to thank the Daily Bull for
lante justice upon his whole administrabuying our own damn printer that this publication
tion. A reporter from the Hague has
is printed on. We would also like to thank the Student Activity Fee for helping to pay for our paper
relayed that the general opinion is one
and toner costs.
of great ironic relief, as they themselves
Advertising inquiries should be directed
had no idea how to go about trying
to ads@dailybull.net
and punishing those “international war
questions, comments & concerns
should bedirected to bull@mtu.edu. criminal sum’bitches.”
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ASSMTU

By Mark Cruth ~ Daily Bull

As most students on the Michigan
Tech campus know, a little thing call
ASMTU has been floating around. For
the last few years now USG has been
trying to put together a plan to make
the student government more than just
budget hearings each year, which to
me seems like the only thing they do.
People will probably tell me that I am
not educated enough on the matter

to make a decision on whether or
not ASMTU is a good thing, but from
what I know it pretty much sucks. I
thought I would justify my opinion with
a couple of points I think are relevant
to the matter.

ings, and more meetings… shall I go
on. Honestly, I like just having the two
meetings a year for budget hearings.
I have enough going on right now to
have to worry about more and more
meetings.

“Associated Students of…”
Everyone who has heard of ASMTU
should know that it stands for Associated Student’s of MTU. Over break I
was watching the news and found out
that there is an ASMSU for Michigan
State University. After noticing this I
went looking around on the internet
and noticed that they are quite a
few schools using the “Associated
Student’s of…” in their name. I would
have thought that in a school like ours
we could figure out a unique way to
restructure their student government,
but I guess I missed that one. From
what I see conformity MUST be the
key to successfully restructuring our
student government.

Why fix it if it isn’t broken?
A lot of people would probably disagree with me on the fact that I think
there is nothing wrong with our student
government. If there is anything wrong
it is because the students of MTU do
not go out and vote on individuals
they want to see take office or even
run themselves for office. USG may
think they could come up with a more
efficient way to do the budgeting
by instating ASMTU, but look at how
much trouble the state of Michigan
has in balancing their budget. There
is not necessarily an easy way out of
everything. I really think that if we want
change in our government we should
try and change things from the inside
by electing new officers and working
the kinks out from there, not scrapping
what we have for something new
and shiny that really has no use at all
(like the plasma TV’s in Fisher 138...
zinnnnngggggg!)

Size DOES Matter
I guess in a big school, kind of like
MSU with their + 25,000 undergrad
students, ASMTU could work out.
When you take Michigan Tech on the
other hand with our + 5,000 undergrad students there might be a little
itty-bitty difference I would think. For
the ASMTU setup more students are
going to need get involved with the
student government to make it run
the way it’s suppose too. Student’s
go to MTU to become engineers and
scientists (or something like that), not
run a full-out government. Sure there is
that handful that thinks they have what it
takes, put most of us just want to work
out our Baja racer or build a canoe out
of cement. MTU just does not have
the number of students needed to
successfully pull off ASMTU. Another
fact is that each group will have to
have representatives go to meetings,
and more meetings, and more meet-

Well that’s my rant. I figured I needed
to do it because there are a lot of
people out there that don’t know
anything about ASMTU. If you go and
check out their website that is good,
but just remember there is probably a
bit of bias there towards their stand so
don’t just jump on their band wagon.
Make sure you research the subject
befor you make a decision. I already
voted and my vote was NO! ASMTU
will be much more trouble than it will
ever be worth.
To vote on whether you think ASMTU
should become our new “Government”, please go to:
usg.students.mtu.edu

